
innovative
heating 
solutions



“working
with architects 
and interior
designers to 
create modern,
space-saving
solutions...
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workplaces         hospitals

Imagine an electrical heater with a 500 watt element controlled electronically to
give a surface temperature of 70°C and an output of 400 watts. 
A simple to install, wireless controlled, heating system for the whole home. 
A complete range of electric heaters are available from ecolec® in a variety of
sizes, finishes and outputs. These are connected to the domestic power supply. 
A WCT 100/TX control unit is used to regulate room temperature and heating
periods by wireless communication with the heaters.

ecolec® radiators offer heating systems for the whole home as well as for 
commercial applications. Perfect for apartments, public areas, offices, 
showrooms, shops, nurseries, schools, retirement homes and healthcare 
applications – there are options for all these & more.

Ideal for property extensions where modifying an existing wet heating system
would be expensive or impractical, these electric panel radiators offer a simple,
easy to install, effective and highly controllable alternative.

electric heating that doesn't cost the earth

so many 
possibilities...

showrooms        marquees

The ecolec®
mantra is to save
electricity by using
it wisely and with 

electronic 
precision.
Most electric heating 
products are seen to be
expensive in their 
running costs due to the
fact that the heaters do
not switch off 
automatically when the
room temperature has
been achieved.

ours do.

efficient
wireless
heating
systems

TM



“
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ecolec® firmly
believes that the
primary carbon
footprint of our
homes and 
properties is
reduced by
installing wisely
controlled heaters



work stations         gyms

providing stylish, space saving
electrical heating solutions
With gas and oil prices apparently heading in one way only, many of us 
are looking very carefully at electric heating as a simple and clean option. 
That's why we have developed some very simple solutions to space 
saving electrical heating that is providing increasing numbers of good 
looking, electric panel radiators, with precise, innovative controls and a 
degree of build flexibility that has already provided the answers for many 
heating projects across the UK. 

The joy of the ecolec® range is the simplicity of installation – compared to
the time and effort involved in installing a wet system for example. 
They come complete with easy to fit hanging brackets that allow them to be
mounted either horizontally or vertically.

ecolec® systems can be used virtually anywhere.

simplicity in design
and easy installation...

hotels                education

workplaces  locker rooms  sci
hospitals  health centres  pubs
marquees  dental surgeries  o  
showrooms  universities  bake
warehouses  retail outlets  coll
nursing homes  new builds  ju
work stations  maternity units
factories  libraries  conservato
hotels  restaurants  cafes  corr
bathrooms  coffee shops  acc
gyms & leisure facilities  exten
stairwells  apartments  studen
corridors  contemporary buildi
ceilings  exhibitions  holiday ho
hospitals  art galleries  caravan
surgeries  commercial kitchen
schools & colleges  atriums pu
superyachts  houses  outbuild
kitchens  industrial units  tenni
churches & mosques  annexe
boardrooms  meeting rooms
offices  gym mirrors  care hom
stylish homes  healthcare facil
partition walls  boutique hotels
homes synagogues temples  
places of worship  eco friendly

...the only limits are the
imagination!



“efficient electric
heating with 
minimalist looks
allowing great
architecture to
succeed...
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factories            stairwellswarehouses      nursing homes

The ecolec®
electric radiator 
system is simple.

no mess.
no fuss.
no hassle.
used individually or as part
of a system-invisibly linked
and operated by our
unique controller.

intelligent.
sustainable.
cost effective.
Typical surface 
temperature 
settings for ceiling
heaters

intelligent
heating 
by design

ceiling mounted T-Grid
heating solutions...
ecolec® radiators offer better thermal 
comfort than quartz halogen heaters that 
create intensive glare.

ecolec® heaters emit warmth in the 
form of infrared radiation without any 
glare.

Smart, simple, 
forward-thinking
heating solutions for 
today’s world

80o
C
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surgeries            superyachts

A simple to install wireless controlled 
heating system for the whole home and 
commercial applications. 
Perfect for apartments, public areas, 
offices, showrooms, shops, nurseries, 
schools, retirement homes and healthcare!

using radiant heating technology
to deliver unique bespoke heating
to homes and businesses alike

corridors          ceilings

The ecolec®
system gives a
unique approach
to your heating
problems 

with radiant
panels in
unique
shapes and
styles.
to bring life and an 
innovative approach to
your property, whilst 
saving energy costs

efficient
wireless
heating
systems

round 
radiant 
panels...
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“ stunning
bespoke heating
projects delivered
such as the deck
of the VAVA2
superyacht...



mosques            boardrooms

In any building,from a home to a public place,
where occupants or visitors are young, 
elderly or vulnerable, low surface temperature
heaters are either required by legislation or are 
a sensible consideration.

our system can be installed easily
anywhere, with no complex wiring 
or plumbing

effortless
efficiency ...

kitchens           churches

heating times and
temperatures
managed 
efficiently with our
unique system

no
plumbing.
no pipework
easy install.
noise free and space
saving electric heating
solutions for today’s
world.

boiler
plumbing
pipes
or noise

no



The WCT 100/TX programmable
controller transmits wireless 
signals to the heaters.
It switches them on and controls
the energy level neccessary to
maintain room temperature.

Tri-Colour LED on each heater
indicates its state of operation.
Green = OFF
Yellow = ON (reduced output)
Red = ON (maximum output)
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HIDDEN
AIR SENSOR



bathrooms          universities

The system is designed to work
with the WCT100TX controller.

The WCT100TX can have up to
six different temperature settings 
programmed for times to suit the 
property and has a 7 day 
programmer.

unique wireless 
control system...

offices              partitions

easy 
fitting 
control
system

t         the wireless controller is so easy to 
fit onto the wall. The controller 

contains the 
transmitter (TX) which 
communicates with the 
radiator which contains 
a receiver (RX).

“

HIDDEN
AIR SENSOR
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bespoke
heated glass 
partitions 
for offices
“



small free standing partition heaters

extensive UK
research, 
development and
testing 

giving
impressive
savings over
traditional
heating 
systems.

bringing 
43 c LSD
heaters
closer to the 
customer

Our partition heaters can be manufactured
in many sizes and can be personalised
with custom graphics to suit your 
business, office, work stations or home as
well as our standard finishes.

creating solutions for offices
and homes used as 
space-creating partitioning

partition 
heating...

large free standing partition heaters

o
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libraries               unitsceiling heating   exhibitions

a faster and more
efficient way to 
heat rooms, with 
less energy wastage

radiant 
heating for
today.
requiring no maintenance,
the ecolec® wireless 
control system monitors
and regulates the heat

24/7.
Typical surface temperature settings

efficient
wireless
heating
systems

so 
many surface
temperature settings...
ecolec® have developed a range of 
angled and shelf wall radiator panels 
for use in all situations.
Incredibly simple to install with our UK 
designed kit, they are the perfect solution for 
home or business.

CE compliant and 
requiring no maintenance for modern,
minimalist buildings

70 55 43o o o
C C C

for general
use

STT             LST(HSE)
(safe to touch) (low surface 

temperature)



so many
RAL colours...“
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care homes         new builds

ecolec® standard range of colours are extensive, 
but your limits are not just to solid colours but your 
imagination!
From wood finishes to paintings, graphics to 
photographs, mirrored finishes to stainless steel,
all of the ecolec® innovative heating products can be 
personalised just for you.
We have produced many special projects for companies
and individuals across the world, giving them unique
spaces that are radiant heated.

the only limits are your imagination!

retail outlets       leisure clubs

to suit
your own
decor &
designs

heated glass wall with
walnut veneer print

so many finishes
and ways...
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showhomes         nurseriesgalleries           medical centres

unique solutions
from ecolec®...

as used
in many 
car 
outlets

ecolec® have developed 
unique solutions for 
car showrooms by 
installing round radiant 
heater panels overhead,
maximising space with a safe,
clean, easy to use system within 
a designed environment.

Introducing DISC HEAT

placing radiators on 
the celing is useful when 
wall space is limited

DISC HEAT

TM

TM

NEW

Typical surface 
temperature 
settings for ceiling
heaters

80o
C



“ helping 
to cut co 
emission
government 
targets by 
utilising 
better 
controls

2
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maternity units    waiting rooms

UK/Europe
BS EN 60335-2-30 (1993)     
BS EN 55014 (1993)
BS 3456: Part 2-02: Section 202-43 (1990)
BS EN 60335-2-43 (1989) & CE Approved    
EC DIRECTIVE 89/336/EEC
BS EN 55022 (1998)     

EMC EMISSION STANDARD: 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

BS EN 61000-3-2 (2001)
EMC EMISSION STANDARD: HARMONIC EMISSIONS

BS EN 61000-3-3 (1998)
EMC IMMUNITY STANDARD:

BS EN 61000-6-1 (2001)
EMC IMMUNITY STANDARD: FLICKER
RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND LIGHT INDUSTRY

ETSI EN 300-220-1 (2000)
ETSI EN 301-489-1 (2002)

ERM SHORT RANGE DEVICES: RADIO EQUIPMENT

quality standards...

conferences       locker rooms

replace your 
existing gas and
electric systems
and start feeling
the benefit

in warmth 
and
in your 
wallet.
affordable, efficient 
heating for today’s
world.

efficient
wireless
heating
systems

ecolec® is compliant to
“Waste Electrical &
Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE) Regulations 
2006”
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bespoke finished units 

A new innovation from ecolec®

Heating and lighting combined with a superb
range of radiant heaters with integrated LED
lighting. These can be in any finish, colour
or style you prefer.

A mirror...
A heater...
A light...
All in one!

heating with
LED lights...

lighting and heating combined     

ever thought that
combining heating
and lighting would
add a stylish look
to your home or
office?

well we’ve
come up
with a 
solution.
LED lighting with our  
stylish radiant heater
panels in any finish or
style

job done.

a new
innovation
from 
ecolec®

NEW
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offices               apartments

ecolec® have delivered stylish solutions
for many of the homes and businesses listed 
in this brochure but really the possibilities are endless.

From superyachts to supermarkets, from listed 
buildings to mobile homes, and from classic car 
showrooms to marquee weddings, let us give your 
project a look and feel that you will love.

call us on 01902 457575

the
possibilities
are limitless...

restaurants       lobbies

our heating
costs have reduced 
dramatically in the
last year

thanks to our
new ecolec 
heating 
system.
said a satisfied 
ecolec® 
customer...

efficient
wireless
heating
systems

“



innovative
heating 
solutions

Sharrocks Street  Wolverhampton WV1 3RP
United Kingdom
Tel: 01902 457575  Fax: 01902 457797
sales@ecolec.co.uk

www.ecolec.co.uk
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